Background
==========

So far, dermatologists have based the diagnosis of skin lesions on the visual assessment of pathological skin and the evaluation of macroscopic features. Therefore the diagnosis has been highly dependent on the observer\'s experience and on his or her visual acuity. However, the human vision lacks accuracy, reproducibility and quantification in gathering information from an image; thus systems that are able to evaluate images in an objective manner are obviously needed \[[@B1],[@B2]\].

Recently there has been a significant increase in the level of interest in image morphology, full-color image processing, image recognition, and knowledge -- based image analysis systems for skin lesions. The quantification of tissue lesion features in digital images has been proven to be of essential importance in clinical practice \[[@B3]\]. Several tissue lesions can be identified through measurable features that are extracted by digital images \[[@B4],[@B5]\]; in addition the use of digital image features may help in an objective follow up study of skin lesion progression and test the efficacy of therapeutic procedures \[[@B6]-[@B9]\].

The objective of this paper is to present an efficient methodology for the characterization of dermatological images based on measurements of extracted image features using the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm. The methodology has been applied for the recognition of melanoma versus dysplastic naevus. Other classification methods, such as discriminant analysis and neural networks, were used for the same problem and the results were compared with the SVM algorithm performance \[[@B10]\].

Methods
=======

Image acquisition and feature extraction
----------------------------------------

A significant issue, considered decisive for the efficiency of image analysis based characterization is the reproducibility of the captured images. In our research, for the image acquisition, we have used a prototype described in \[[@B11]\]. The specific system includes a standardized illumination and capturing geometry with polarizing filters and a series of software corrections: Calibration to Black, White and Color for color constancy, Internal camera Parameters adjustment and Pose extraction for stereo vision, Shading correction and Noise Filtering for color quality. The validity of the calibration procedure and the images\' reproducibility were tested by capturing sample images in three different lighting conditions: dark, medium and intense lighting. For each case the average values of the three color planes RGB and their standard deviations were calculated; the measured error differences ranged between 0,7 and 12,9 (in the 0--255 scale). Preliminary experiments for stereo measurements provided repeatability of about 0.3 mm.

The analysis of dermatological digital images is performed by measurements on the pixels that represent a segmented object, thus the skin lesion. The measured pixels allow non-visible to human perception, features to be computed. The segmentation of the skin image could be accomplished either automatically by unsupervised segmentation algorithms \[[@B12],[@B13]\], or with the help of an expert physician. In our research we asked from an expert dermatologist to manually determine the lesion border. In automated diagnosis of skin lesions, feature design is based on the so-called ABCD-rule of dermatology. ABCD represent the *Asymmetry*, *Border* structure, variegated *Color*, and the *Diameter* of the lesion and define the basis for a diagnosis by a dermatologist \[[@B14]\]. Thus, two feature categories were calculated: the border based features, which are limited on computations regarding the lesion border and the color based features, which refer to measurements in pixels inside the lesion border \[[@B15],[@B16]\].

More specifically, the computed border-based features were the Area of the lesion, the Border Irregularity, the Border Thinness Ratio, and the Border Asymmetry. The acquired color features were based on measurements on the RGB color plane and other color planes such as the HIS (Hue, Intensity, Saturation), and the LAB plane, corresponding to Spherical Coordinates. Color variegation was also calculated by measuring standard deviations of the RGB channels and chromatic differences in the CIE color plane inside the border. Finally a heuristic linear transformation presented in \[[@B17]\] and \[[@B18]\] was also incorporated.

The basic aim was to construct a classification system for skin lesions, enabling the distinction of malignant melanoma from dysplastic naevus. Two groups of data will be considered. The first group (denoted MEL) consists of cases of malignant melanoma, with measurements taken on the entire extent of the lesion. The second group (denoted DSP) comprises cases of dysplastic naevus. Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} depicts typical examples of a malignant melanoma (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and a naevus (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Detailed analysis was carried out considering the classification of MEL versus DSP cases.

Classification methods
----------------------

### Support vector machines

The Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is a novel algorithm for data classification and regression. They were introduced by Vapnic in 1995 and are clearly connected with the statistical learning theory \[[@B19]-[@B21]\]. The SVM is an estimation algorithm that separates data in two classes, but since all classification problems can be restricted to consideration of the two-class classification problem without loss of generality, SVMs can be applied in classification problems in general. SVMs allow the expansion of the information provided by a training data set as a linear combination of a subset of the data in the training set (support vectors). These vectors locate a hypersurface that separates the input data with a very good degree of generalization. The SVM algorithm is a learning machine; therefore it is based on training, testing and performance evaluation, which are common steps in every learning procedure. Training involves optimization of a convex cost function where there are no local minima to complicate the learning process. Testing is based on the model evaluation using the support vectors to classify a test data set. Performance is based on error rate determination as test set data size tends to infinity.

Consider the case of:

• a set of N training data points {(**X**~1~, y~1~),\...,(**X**~N~, y~N~)}

• a hyperplane

H: y = **w·X**-b = 0     (1)

where **w** is normal to the hyperplane, b/\|\|**w**\|\| the perpendicular distance to the origin and \|\|**w**\|\| the Euclidean norm of **w**

• two hyperplanes parallel to H

H~1~: y = **w·X**-b = +1     (3)

H~2~: y = **w·X**-b = -1     (4)

with the conditions that there are no data points between H~1~ and H~2~

The above situation is illustrated in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. If d~+~ (d~-~) is the shortest distance from the separating hyperplane H to the closest positive (negative) data point where the hyperplanes H~1~ (H~2~) is located, then the distance between the hyperplanes H~1~ and H~2~ is d~+~ + d~-~. Since d~+~ = d~-~ = 1/\|\|**w**\|\|, then the margin equals 2/\|\|**w**\|\|. The problem is to find the pair of hyperplanes that give the maximum margin:
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The parameters **w**, b control the function and are called weight vector and bias respectively. The optimization problem presented in equation (5) can be stated in a convex, quadratic problem in (**w**, b) in a convex set. Using the Lagrangian formulation, the constraints will be replaced by constraints on the Lagrange multipliers themselves. Additionally in this reformulation, as a consequence the training data will only appear in the form of dot product between data vectors. Introducing Lagrangian multipliers α~1~,\...,α~N~ ≥ 0, a Lagrangian function for the optimization problem can be defined:
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Using the Wolfe dual formulation and the constraints of the Lagrangian optimization problem \[[@B19],[@B20]\], the parameters α~i~ can be calculated and the parameters **w,** b which specify the separating hyperplane can be calculated using the following equations:
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*a*~*i*~ (*y*~*i*~(**w ·X**~*i*~ + *b*) - 1) = 0 ∀*i*     (8)

According to equation (7), the parameters α~i~ that are not equal to zero correspond to data **X**~i~, y~i~ that are the support vectors (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

If the surface separating the two classes is not linear, the data points can be transformed to another high dimensional feature space where the problem is linearly separable. If the transformation to the high dimensional space is Φ() then the Lagrangian function can be expressed as:
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The dot product Φ(**X**~i~)Φ(**X**~j~) in that high dimensional space defines a kernel function k(**X**~i~, **X**~j~) and therefore it is not necessary to be explicit about the transformation Φ() as long as it is known that the kernel function corresponds to a dot product in some high dimensional feature space \[[@B22]\]. This case is presented in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

With a suitable kernel, SVM can separate in the feature space the data that in the original input space was non-separable. There are many kernel functions that can be used, for example:
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*k*(**X**~*i*~,**X**~*j*~) = (**X**~*i*~ ·**X**~j~ + *m*)^*p*^ (the polynomial kernel)     (11)

A kernel function has a good performance if the support vectors that are calculated by using the corresponding transformation are few and the classification of the test data is successful.

To sum up, in order to separate a data set, a train data set (**X, Y**) is selected, the optimization problem is solved and the parameters α~i~, **w**, b are calculated. Then, a given data vector **X** of the initial data set is classified according to the value of sgn(**w·X**\*+b). The performance of the support vectors calculated is tested using a test data set derived from the initial data set.

### Discriminant analysis

The main aim of discriminant analysis \[[@B23],[@B24]\] is to allocate an individual to one of two or more known groups, based on the values of certain measurements **x**. The discriminant procedure identifies that combination (in the commonest case, as applied here, the linear combination) of these predictor variables that best characterizes the differences between the groups. The procedure estimates the coefficients, and the resulting discriminant function can be used to classify cases. The analysis can also be used to determine which elements of the vector of measurements **x** are most useful for discriminating between groups. This is usually done by implementing stepwise algorithms, as in multiple regression analysis, either by successively eliminating those predictor variables that do not contribute significantly to the discrimination between groups, or by successively identifying the predictor variables that do contribute significantly.

One important discriminant rule is based on the likelihood function. Consider k populations or groups Π~1~,\...,Π~k~, k ≥ 2 and suppose that if an individual comes from population Π~j~, it has probability density function f~j~(**x**). The rule is to allocate **x** to the population Π~j~ giving the largest likelihood to **x**

L~j~(**x**) = max L~i~(**x**)     (12)

In practice, the sample maximum likelihood allocation rule is used, in which sample estimates are inserted for parameter values in the pdf\'s f~j~(**x**). In a common situation, let these densities be multivariate normal with different means **μ**~i~ but the same covariance matrix **Σ**. Unbiased estimates of **μ~1~,\...,μ~g~** are the sample means ![](1472-6947-4-4-i6.gif), while

**S**~**u**~ = Σ n~i~**S**~**i**~ / (n-k)     (13)

is an unbiased estimator of **Σ**, where **S**~i~ is the sample covariance matrix of the i^th^ group. In particular when k = 2 the sample maximum likelihood discriminant rule allocates **x** to Π~1~ if and only if
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Another important approach is Fisher\'s Linear Discriminant Function. In this method, the linear function **a\'x** is found that maximizes the separation between groups in the sense of maximizing the ratio of the between-groups sum of squares to the within-groups sum of squares,

**a\'Ba/ a\'Wa**     (15)

The solution to this problem is the eigenvector of **W**^**-1**^**B** that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue. In the important special case of two populations, Fisher\'s LDF becomes:
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The discrimant rule is to allocate a case with values **x** to Π~1~ if the value of the LDF is greater than zero and to Π~2~ otherwise. This allocation rule is exactly the same as the sample ML rule for two groups from the multivariate normal distribution with the same covariance matrix. However, the two approaches are quite different in respect of their assumptions. Whereas the sample ML rule makes an explicit assumption of normality, Fisher\'s LDF contains no distributional assumption, although its sums of squares criterion is not necessarily a sensible one for all forms of data.

Preliminary data exploration by constructing normal probability plots for each variable, in each group separately indicated that most variables measured in this study followed distributions that were reasonably close to the normal distribution. It was therefore decided to apply discriminant analysis to the data as they stood, and to defer further investigation of possible transformations of variables to a later time when more cases would be available for analysis.

### Neural networks

The methodology of neural networks involves mapping a large number of inputs into a small number of outputs and it is therefore frequently applied to classification problems in which the predictors **x** form the inputs and a set of variables denoting group membership represent the outputs \[[@B25],[@B26]\]. It is thus a major alternative to discriminant analysis and a comparison between the results of these two entirely different approaches is interesting. Neural networks are very flexible as they can handle problems for which little is known about the form of the relationships.

In the basic feed-forward neural network, an input layer sends signals to a hidden middle layer, as in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Each neuron in the hidden layer weights the various inputs and sends a signal on to neurons in the final output layer, where again the weighted signals are aggregated to generate final output values. The hidden layers can be thought of as a form of intermediate processing of the data. One hidden layer will normally suffice for classification problems \[[@B26]\].

Feed-forward neural networks with one hidden layer and allowing skip-layer connections directly from the inputs to the output were fitted in this study using the S-Plus programming language. Because of the excessively large number of input variables available, and the lack of any automated procedure for variable selection, it was decided to reduce the number of inputs to the neural network models by taking principal components of the 20 variables and alternatively by using the variable combinations that had been selected in the corresponding discriminant analyses. Principal components analysis is the commonest method of reducing the dimensionality of multivariate statistical data \[[@B23]\]. However, it uses a variance maximization criterion and this is not necessarily relevant to discrimination. Therefore, other model selection criteria will be applied at a later stage of this work. Various criteria have been developed in conventional statistics for assessing the performance of trained models without the use of validation data. Well known examples include Mallows\' C~p~ statistic and the Akaike information criterion \[[@B24]\]. The general form is:

Prediction error = Training error + Complexity term

in which the complexity term represents a penalty which increases as the number of free parameters in the model grows. The minimum value of the criterion is a trade-off between the increased training error due to fitting too simple a model and the high complexity value due to fitting a complex model. A form suitable for non-linear models is the Generalized Prediction Error criterion \[[@B27]\]:
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where γ is the effective number of parameters in the network, E is the error sum of squares, N is the number of data points in the training set and σ^2^ is the variance of the noise of the data.

Results and discussion
======================

In order to apply the support vector methodology for the classification of MEL and DSP data, a train data set of 17 cases was used. Our sample was patients that arrived at the Dept of Plastic Surgery and Dermatology in Athens General Hospital. We have captured images of all melanomas and all suspicious dysplastic naevi, within a period of 6 months. The total number of lesions captured was 17: 7 melanomas and 10 dysplastic naevi. The mean thickness of melanomas lesions was measured during biopsy afterwards at approximately 1.5 mm penetration through the skin. Feature statistics of the analyzed lesions are depicted in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

For the selection of the kernel function, different polynomial kernel functions were tried on subsets of the 17 cases in order to find the less complex kernel function that results in low number of support vectors comparing to the train set. The results for the kernel functions that were tried are shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. In this way, a Gaussian radial base kernel function, which is shown in equation 10, was used; the σ value used was 4 and seven support vectors were calculated using the train set of the 17 cases \[[@B28]\]. The support vectors calculated using the Gaussian radial base kernel function with the σ value equal to 4 were the fewest with 94.1% successful classification of the test data set. The support vectors and the corresponding α~i~ values are presented in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. The bias b was calculated equal to 0. These support vectors were tested using all the cases of malignant melanoma denoted as MEL and dysplastic naevus denoted as DSP and it performed quite well, classifying them with 94.1% successful classification.

In order to evaluate the performance of the SVM algorithm, we have implemented for the same problem the two other previously discussed classification methods. The method of discriminant analysis classified correctly 88% of cases (71% of MEL and 100% of DSP). The neural networks models also performed very well. Using four principal components as input, the success rate achieved was 94.1%. This was reduced to 84.6% correct classification (82% of MEL and 87% of DSP) using only the first two principal components. Using Area and Thinness Ratio for input -- that is, the two significant predictors identified -- gave 88% correct classification, exactly as in the discriminant analysis. Both methods, discriminant analysis and the neural networks misclassified the same cases of malignant melanoma as dysplastic naevus.

Conclusions
===========

The technical achievements of recent years in the areas of image acquisition and processing allow the improvement and lower cost of image analysis systems. Such tools may serve as diagnostic adjuncts for medical professionals for the confirmation of a diagnosis, as well as for the training of new dermatologists \[[@B30]\]. The introduction of diagnostic tools based on intelligent decision support systems is also capable of enhancing the quality of medical care, particularly in areas where a specialized dermatologist is not available. The inability of general physicians to provide high quality dermatological services leads them to wrong diagnoses, particularly in evaluating fatal skin diseases such as melanoma. In such cases, an expert system may detect the possibility of a serious skin lesion and warn of the need for early treatment.

In the present paper, the support vector machines algorithm has been implemented to the problem of the recognition of malignant melanoma versus dysplastic naevus. Furthermore the discriminant analysis and the neural networks methodology for data classification have been implemented. The SVM algorithm performed excellently achieving 94.1% correct classification, which is marginally better than the performance of the other two classification methodologies. In general, the SVM algorithm exhibit good generalization performance and training involves optimization of a convex cost function where there are no local optima to complicate the learning process. Although the choice of the kernel is a limitation of the SVM approach, it has been noticed that when different kernel functions are used, they empirically lead to very similar classification accuracy.

It should be noted though that this is a preliminary study and it is now necessary to examine more patients in order to increase the number of cases. This will clarify the issue of selecting the most powerful variables for classification.

The use of a computer-based system, like the one described in this paper is intended to avoid human subjectivity and to perform specific tasks according to a number of criteria. However the presence of an expert dermatologist is considered necessary for the overall visual assessment of the skin lesion and the final diagnosis.
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###### 

Mean values (standard deviations in parentheses) of features, by group.

  **Features**         **DSP**         **MEL**
  -------------------- --------------- ---------------
  Irregularity A       0.058 (0.028)   0.041 (0.016)
  Irregularity B       3.38 (0.20)     4.05 (0.47)
  Thinness Ratio       0.66 (0.04)     0.48 (0.10)
  Red (Average)        69.5 (10.6)     104.5 (48.8)
  Green (Average)      66.1 (19.4)     78.5 (31.3)
  Blue (Average)       49.5 (18.3)     67.2 (33.0)
  Red (St. Dev.)       22.1 (10.8)     37.4 (14.0)
  Green (St. Dev.)     23.3 (8.9)      30.2 (12.7)
  Blue (St. Dev.)      21.3 (8.1)      29.3 (12.3)
  I1 (R+G+B / 3)       62.8 (9.9)      92.0 (43.0)
  I2 (R-B)             20.0 (19.9)     37.3 (21.4)
  I3 (2G-R-B /2)       6.61 (11.34)    -7.36 (11.22)
  Average Intensity    62.8 (13.4)     83.4 (37.1)
  Average Hue          1.23 (0.83)     1.08 (0.75)
  Average Saturation   0.27 (0.13)     0.24 (0.13)
  Average L            109.8 (21.7)    148.3 (65.6)
  Average Angle A      1.13 (0.11)     1.12 (0.09)
  Average Angle B      0.74 (0.17)     0.67 (0.08)
  Asymmetry            13.5 (11.1)     26.2 (10.3)

###### 

The kernel functions that were tried for the MEL-DSP data classification

  **Kernel functions**      **Support vectors**   **Misclassifications**
  ------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------
  Linear                    5                     10
  First order polynomial    6                     10
  Second order polynomial   11                    10
  Gaussian RBF, sigma = 1   15                    1
  Gaussian RBF, sigma = 2   12                    2
  Gaussian RBF, sigma = 3   8                     2
  Gaussian RBF, sigma = 4   7                     1

###### 

The support vectors for the MEL-DSP comparison

  **Features**                                **Support vectors**                                                                               
  ------------------------------------------- --------------------- --------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ---------------
  Irregularity A (Perimeter/Area)             0.078                 0.03            0.054          0.051          0.06           0.049          0.049
  Irregularity B Perimeter/Great. Diameter)   3.315                 3.573           3.229          2.956          3.778          3.801          4.976
  Thinness Ratio (4π \*Area/Perimeter\^2)     0.668                 0.614           0.66           0.62           0.47           0.551          0.58
  Average Red Value                           92.47                 67.545          83.471         75.662         126.942        86.206         110.63
  Average Green Value                         74.2                  83.683          103.945        51.979         102.155        68.105         75.177
  Average Blue Value                          57.787                66.512          86.096         33.463         92.197         56.114         51.325
  Standard Deviation for Red                  32.064                18.011          23.899         49.626         40.517         46.738         44.459
  Standard Deviation for Green                28.39                 26.566          36.966         35.446         47.761         31.78          32.03
  Standard Deviation for Blue                 24.878                25.229          35.185         27.704         44.296         30.522         31.486
  I1 \[(R+G+B)/3\]                            80.909                67.201          84.346         61.596         115.36         76.175         90.862
  I2 \[R-B\]                                  34.683                1.033           -2.625         42.199         34.745         30.092         59.305
  I3 \[(2G-R-B)/2\]                           -0.929                16.655          19.162         -2.584         -7.415         -3.055         -5.8
  Average Intensity Value                     74.819                72.58           91.171         53.702         107.098        70.14          79.045
  Average Hue Value                           0.492                 2.024           2.091          0.521          0.862          0.829          0.515
  Average Saturation Value                    0.243                 0.138           0.126          0.415          0.172          0.251          0.388
  Average L Value                             132.071               126.73          158.975        98.179         188.235        124.402        144.332
  Average AngleA Value                        1.128                 1.028           1.01           1.243          1.078          1.096          1.227
  Average AngleB Value                        0.671                 0.885           0.884          0.61           0.651          0.736          0.61
  Asymmetry                                   0.0656                0.0875          0.0727         0.0504         0.1844         0.4804         0.3947
  ***Weight α* ~*i*~**                        ***3.981***           ***0.15793***   ***3.1013***   ***1.7932***   ***3.8191***   ***5.2331***   ***0.49729***
